It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy
in creative expression and knowledge.
Albert Einstein

Quiz &
Expressions
Club
CLASSES-I,II,III--FOR SEPTEMBER -2016
The Quiz and expressions club is
basically introduced to enhance life
skills and motivate learners. It also
ensure emotional, cultural and social
development of the students.
INCHARGE TEACHERS :
A.Rohitha , V. Pavanipriya,
K.Maheshwari & P.Shanthipriya

PIONEER CHALLENGERS
Facial expressions are a universal
language of emotion, instantly
conveying happiness, sadness, anger,
fear, and much more. Reading these
expressions is essential to compassion
and empathy.

In Expressions club children of
CLASS-I were taught how to
express themselves through
story telling using finger puppets
and hand puppets in the months
of (June and July).

A million feelings,
a thousand thoughts,
a hundred memories.
ONE person.
In the months of (August and
September) children have
experienced the wonderful
concept of finger and hand shadow .
Also have been introduced to the
brain storming concept -- WORD BUILDING through which the little brains
started working and exploring themselves to the heights.

KEEN INTELLECTS
Manners and Ettiqetes
In the beginning month of June,children of
class-II were taught Good Manners and
Ettiqetes,Wishing people,Table manners by
making them do group activities,and by showing
some good modules.

Finger Shadow concept
During the month of

July, students

were trained how to use their hands
for shadow concepts.They enjoyed
making different finger shadows
like bird ,dog, elephant, swan etc.
using their small fingers. A story
time was organized by using their
fingers which they did enthusiastically.

Word building
In the month of August, to develop
concepts and develop correct English
use the club conducted activities like
word building,story construction using
group of words.To develop their oratory
skills poems like “In the Heart of the
seed”, “Good Health song” were introduced.By the end of Term1,they were shown a children movie “ The Jungle Book”.

QUIZZING AND BUZZING KIDS
The students of class III were taught quizzing and also different
expressions in this club.
In the month of July, students were given
words to build three, four and five letter
words out of the given word which was
done by them enthusiastically.
August being the month of festivals, a small quizzing on
festivals was conducted where the students
mastered the quiz.

Apart from these, each child made a demo of the finger shadows like
peacock, dinosaur, bird, fish etc., shown in the pictures →
More interest was created as the topic for September month was
„Finger Puppets‟. The imagination of children was so creative and they
made different finger puppets on their own and created a story. This not
only enhanced their creativeness but also their vocabulary.
MANY MORE ACTIVITIES WILL BE GIVEN TO MAKE THEM MORE
BRAINY AND CREATIVE

